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THROUGH SOUND





GAME 
CONCEPT



THE IDEA
The Lullaby of Life is a game where we are the catalysts for 
change in a universe currently inert but filled with potential.  

An incredible game that combines dexterity, agility and relaxation 
that pull your heart strings.  

Our mission is to help it display its maximum splendor.

To do this, the protagonist uses the power of sound to make 
life bloom.



The Lullaby of Life is a game about discovery where the player 
controls BomBo, a musical being born from the void of the 
cosmos with the peculiar power of playing musical notes.

The player guides BomBo to take his music to each end every 
corner of the universe, transforming it into a wonderful place. 

To reach the farthest nooks and crannies of this universe, 
BomBo must learn to manipulate its environment using the 
sounds within.

STORY



CORE ELEMENTS

PUZZLE

ACTION

ADVENTURE

Solve entertaining puzzles to move forward through different levels, explore every corner of the universe to 
find new companions and keep them away from any harm.  



GAME AESTHETICS

EMOTIONS MESMERIZING WORLD THE MEANING

An extraordinary universe of music
and colors. Let us take you to an
amazing adventure of happiness,
loneliness and metamorphosis to
discover the meaning of life.

Navigate with BomBo through
different scenes, finding new
characters and filling the map with
numerous sounds & melodies. Solve
puzzles to keep traveling through this
vast and beautiful universe.

Learn through the experience of
BomBo’s journey the difference
between silence and harmony. Find
the reason behind everything you
think you know with sound and
music compositions.



The Lullaby of life is a game that has a major focus on playing harmonic sounds to interact
with the environment. It’s laid out in a way that invites the player to explore and discover the
many elements within, and how they react to the different sounds the player can play.

This specific interaction is what gives birth to the puzzle element of the game, which is
constructed in such a way that the player can approach it at their own pace.

Since the way to interact with the puzzle will be through sound, this creates a harmonic
puzzle-solving environment as the player will be helping create music along the way.

A game in which the relationship between the environment 
and sound gives birth to puzzle elements.

Why it works?



KEY ART



















KEY ELEMENTS



OHMIE

OBSTACLE

DOOR



PORTAL



OHMIE

MELODY BELL

NOTE

ELDER



WWW.1SIMPLEGAME.COM
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